10 Ways to Support
Data Science and AI
for Good with
Over the past 10 years, we’ve seen how technology has
led to the creation of new digital data, gaining new
insights about our world and transforming almost
every sector. The same algorithms and predictive
technologies that companies use to boost profits can
be thoughtfully leveraged by the social sector to
improve the world. However, a decade later, most
mission-driven organizations lack the resources or
expertise to take full advantage of the data revolution.
Join us in addressing the world’s most pressing
challenges and propelling DataKind into the next 10
years of harnessing the power of data science and AI
in the service of humanity.

Fund our
programs
Support our most innovative work in the U.S. and
around the world. From DataCorps® projects to our
Center of Excellence work, catalyzing innovative
data science solutions that result in tangible
organizational and sector wide impact.

Sponsor
an event
Champion high-impact, fast-paced DataDive®
events and Discovery Days or sponsor our Global
Volunteer Summit that convenes data do-gooders
from across the globe.

Apply to
volunteer
Donate your time and talent to help move the needle
on critical issues like frontline health systems,
economic resilience, and more, building your skills
and networking with top data science professionals.

Sign up for our
newsletter

share our mission far and wide

Double your
donation
Check with your employer to see if they match
financial donations and volunteer hours to nonprofit
organizations, providing your organization with a
unique pathway to gain market insight, build
relationships, and share ideas with a global
community.

Submit a
project idea
Partner with us to advance your mission by
leveraging data science to answer questions about
your programs or the communities you serve, cut
costs and improve efficiency, or predict future needs
and better allocate resources.

Give to
DataKind
Help in a way that works best for you, whether that
be gifts of securities or in-kind donations, enabling
DataKind to continue to harness the power of data
science and AI in the service of humanity.

Join a
Chapter
Get involved in the Data for Good movement in your
community, organizing events and connecting local
data science volunteers with social sector
professionals to uncover world-changing answers
through data.

Endow a data
science role
Select members of our volunteer teams have highly
specialized skills, be it specific vertical data science
applications or supervising horizontal data-ethics
processes across projects. Your endowment
supports the critical specialization required to drive
optimal impact.

Attend a
community event
Join us for one of our project showcases or
educational webinars, gaining access to our
network of data science and AI leaders, learnings,
and opportunities.

Our newsletter is the best place for the latest on all
DataKind activities, but also a great resource for
news and upcoming events in the wider Data For
Good ecosystem. Join our mailing list, and share the
next edition with a friend to grow our community!

